
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ORdigiNAL acquires Connectyx  

To further strengthen its position as an end-to-end solution provider for document 

workflow solutions.  
 

ALMERE, NETHERLANDS, July 5th 2022: ORdigiNAL the leading value-added distributor for 

productivity solutions in EMEA announces today the acquisition of integration software developer 

Connectyx AB. Connectyx develops connectors for the Kofax applications eCopy Sharescan and 

AutoStore and Drivve Image from LRS. 

ORdigiNAL is thrilled with this transfer as this will further strengthen its position as an end-to-end 

solution provider for document workflow solutions, connecting people and operations to business 

applications. 

This acquisition adds to ORdigiNAL’s existing portfolio of workflow solutions, such as Dr.Connect, 

making it as easy as possible for organisations to rapidly convert documents and forms into formats 

delivered directly into business applications or document management systems (DMS). 

The synergy of Dr. Connect and Connectyx will serve more people and organisations with efficient 

document workflow. Ensuring partners and their end-users with systematic document automation 

solutions regardless of the source and destination.  

“We very much look forward to incorporating the Connectyx solutions into our portfolio and 

welcome the partners and their end-users to ORdigiNAL.” said Dennis Stuivenberg, Head of Print,-

Capture- & Document Workflow Solutions at ORdigiNAL.  

“With this acquisition, we increase our footprint in the world of Document Automation Solutions 

and secure future solutions for all these end-users that want to store their documents directly at the 

right destination in a secure and efficient manner and that makes us proud.” 

“We are very pleased with ORdigiNAL’s interest in further developing Connectyx’s product portfolio 

and partner relationships and bring them into the future. With ORdigiNAL’s document capture and 

workflow experience, as well as their geographic reach, we are excited to see what this acquisition 

will bring to the market. -Magnus Lindberg, Partner, Connectyx AB 

 

About ORdigiNAL: ORdigiNAL has over twenty years of knowledge and experience in the fields of speech recognition, 
document workflow, print/capture and work processes. 
 
Headquartered in the Netherlands, ORdigiNAL is an independent value-added distributor for innovative software solutions 

and services. Active in more than 46 countries with local support. From lead generation, pre-sales, discovery sessions, sales 

support, installation, and implementation, to post-sales support, helpdesk and training 
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